
Mutect2 is the next version of MuTect15 and includes Indel calling and
major differences to the core approach (assembly vs. pileup). Mutect2
can run on paired tumor-normal samples, multiple tumor samples (beta
feature), or a single tumor sample.

Steps 1 and 2) Local sequence assembly performed on reads near
possible somatic variants to obtain set of candidate haplotypes. Then
calculate the likelihood that each haplotype generated each read. These
steps are described elsewhere13.

Step 3) Use Bayesian somatic genotyping model to determine probability
that candidate haplotypes are real.

Step 4) Apply filters to account for learned features of the tumor and for
detecting artifacts, such as orientation bias artifacts (incl. deamination and
Oxo-G8,16), cross-individual contamination (similar to ContEst12), and
mapping errors1,19.
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Somatic small mutations (SNVs or Indels) and copy number alterations
are the two categories of mutations with the largest impact on cancer
tumors. The Broad Institute has released somatic variant calling
workflows for small mutations (Mutect2) and copy number alterations
(ModelSegments) based on the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK17).
These workflows are the result of extending and/or redesigning previous
methods, such as those in the tools MuTect15, Tangent Normalization14,
and Oncotator10. The new suite of workflows can call variants in capture or
whole-genome sequencing data and will include functional annotations
(Funcotator), such as protein change and impacted gene for small
variants. Common artifacts in sequencing data, such as those arising
from oxidative DNA damage8,16, FFPE/deamination, or mapping errors1,19,
are corrected automatically. Evaluation of the workflows is standardized
and repeatable, which allows tracking of performance across versions,
both detection performance (e.g. sensitivity, precision), as well as runtime
performance (e.g. CPU and RAM usage). The workflows are freely
available, are portable (i.e. can be run on local, on-prem, or cloud
compute), are optimized for cost reduction, and can be tuned to optimally
leverage available compute.

Results: The measured sensitivity of M2 was at least 0.93 for small
somatic nucleotide variants (SNVs) and 0.83 for small insertions/deletions
(Indels) on synthetic data and on a titrated mixture of germline samples
(>=100x depth, AF = 0.2). The measured precision of Mutect2 ranged
from 0.94 to 0.98 on the synthetic data for both SNVs and Indels. The
false positive count of Mutect2 was between 0 and 3 for SNVs, and
between 0 and 2 for indels, on twenty pairs of replicate normal-normal
samples. The cost of the M2 workflow is about USD$1.50 for a pair of
60/30x WGS matched tumor-normal samples, using Google Cloud
Compute, and required about 32 hours of CPU time on a single core with
3GB RAM.

The measured sensitivity of ModelSegments was at least 0.91 for
deletions and amplifications across three cohorts of TCGA whole-exome
samples (Stomach adenocarcinoma N=39, Thyroid carcinoma N=50, and
Lung adenocarcinoma N=60). The measured specificity for the same set
of cohorts was at least 0.96 for both deletions and amplifications. All
results reported here were using the corresponding SNP Array results as a
truth set.

GATK MS cost was approximately USD$0.74 for a 60/30x WGS pair using
Google Cloud Compute and required about 6 hours of CPU time with a
single core. The RAM usage was varied automatically in the workflow to
minimize cost, but was in the range of 2-13GB.

Abstract

All evaluations were run using default parameters, except where
noted otherwise.

Mutect2 (SNVs/Indels) Evaluation
Mutect2 Method7

ModelSegments (CNV) Evaluation

Funcotator is a functional annotation tool in the core GATK toolset. It was built as a
successor to Oncotator10, but to handle both somatic and germline use cases, rather
than somatic only. Funcotator reads in a VCF file, labels variants with one of twenty-
three distinct variant classifications, produces gene information, and associations to
information in datasources. Supported datasources include GENCODE (gene
information and protein change prediction), dbSNP, gnomAD, and COSMIC. The corpus
of datasources are extensible and user-configurable. Cloud-based datasources are
supported for Google Cloud Storage. Funcotator produces either a Variant Call Format
(VCF) file (with annotations in the INFO field) or a Mutation Annotation Format (MAF) file.
Annotation of seg files can still be performed using Oncotator10.

Funcotator11
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Sample SNV sens SNV prec Indel sens Indel prec
DREAM 1 0.975 0.954 Not in DREAM1
DREAM 2 0.979 0.944 Not in DREAM2
DREAM 3 0.929 0.966 0.897 0.976
DREAM 4 0.843 0.959 0.814 0.984

ModelSegments Method1

ModelSegments uses a nonlinear kernel
segmentation algorithm3, which enables
a single, joint segmentation of allelic
fraction and copy ratio. This is a
difference from previous approaches4.

Denoising of copy ratio estimates, for
each exome target, was performed with
two steps, described in previous
literature1,2,14. The first was to create a
ratio of the proportional coverage for
each target against the corresponding
median in a panel of normals (PoN).
The second was to perform a singular
value decomposition (SVD) and
projection to remove typical noise based
on estimates from the PoN14.

We infer allelic fraction of each segment
from germline heterozygous SNP sites.
A Bayesian model estimates the allelic
fraction per segment and a global
reference bias1.

SNVs

Five WES replicates of a
blood-normal (NA12878) were
called as tumor-normal pairs in
M2, for a total of twenty pairs.
Any variant should be
considered a false positive.

• Multiple tumor 
samples (beta) Mutect2

(SNV and Indel)
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(CNV)

• Paired Tumor-Normal
• Tumor-only
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Segment 
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CalculateContamination was run on mixtures of two 
non-replicate blood normal samples.  The mixtures 
were made at known proportions.  The RMSE was 
calculated based on the predicted cross-individual 
contamination and the mixture ground truth. 
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Percentage 
(Ground truth)

N RMSE

0 - 1% 10 0.013
0 – 5% 15 0.013

Indels

Cost
We ran the M2 and MS workflows on 108 TCGA WGS tumor-normal
(THCA: 50, LUAD: 58). For the runs, we ran the freely available
workflows in FireCloud9, which uses Google Compute Engine. By default,
workflows are pre-emptible (≤5 preemptions) to reduce cost. The outlier
sample in the ModelSegments plot was due to the maximum preemption
count being hit for a coverage collection step (an expensive step). The
outlier sample in the Mutect2 costs was due to a hyper-mutated LUAD
sample, which caused extra processing.

All evaluations run 
with GATK 4.1.0.0

SNVs Indels
We ran M2 calls on the synthetic pairs from the somatic 
ICGC-TCGA DREAM8.5 challenge6.  These samples 
generated a known truth set of with known events, 
introduced in silico.

We ran a concordance evaluation between ModelSegments and the TCGA
SNP array pipeline14 (as ground truth) to capture sensitivity, precision, and
specificity. Default parameters for WES were used in ModelSegments.

• Evaluation was run on WES from three different tumor types, to capture
low, medium, and high-mutation rate samples.

• Sensitivity, precision, and specificity were scored by concordant bases
with the associated SNP arrays for a sample. To have precision and
sensitivity scored, there had to be at least 1kbp of amplifications or
deletions in the exome.

• Sensitivity outliers were due to differences in segment mean estimates.
Typically, of few events that cover large portions of the genome.

Not shown:

• STAD WXS samples with less
than 1kbp amplified or deleted
(in the ground truth), since
there were no samples fitting
that criteria.

• Two LUAD WXS samples with
less than 1kbp amplified or
deleted (in the ground truth),
both had specificity=1.0

Titration mixtures drawn from ten HapMap5 samples were
sequenced at different ratios. This simulated somatic variants
at different allelic fractions using known germline variants. No
panel of normals was used. Cross-individual contamination
correction was disabled.
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